Purpose Computer-aided detection and diagnosis (CAD) of colonic polyps always faces the challenge of classifying imbalanced data. In this paper, three new operating point selection strategies based on receiver operating characteristic curve are proposed to address the problem. Methods Classification on imbalanced data performs inferiorly because of a major reason that the best differentiation threshold shifts due to the degree of data imbalance. To address this decision threshold shifting issue, three operating point selection strategies, i.e., shortest distance, harmonic mean and anti-harmonic mean, are proposed and their performances are investigated. Results Experiments were conducted on a class-imbalanced database, which contains 64 polyps in 786 polyp candidates. Support vector machine (SVM) and random forests (RFs) were employed as basic classifiers. Two imbalanced data correcting techniques, i.e., cost-sensitive learning and training data down sampling, were applied to SVM and RFs, and their performances were compared with the proposed strategies. Comparing to the original thresholding method, i.e., 0.488 sensitivity and 0.986 specificity for RFs and 0.526 sensitivity and 0.977 specificity for SVM, our strategies achieved more balanced results, which are around 0.89 sensitivity and 
Introduction
According to the up-to-date statistics from American Cancer Society [1] , colon and rectum cancer ranks the third most common occurrence of both cancer deaths and new cancer cases in 2012 for both men and women in the United States. It has been generally recognized that early detection and removal of colonic polyps prior to their malignant transformation can effectively decrease the incidence of colon cancer [2, 3] . As a potential minimally invasive screening technique, computer-aided detection and diagnosis (CAD) for computed tomography colonography (CTC), which has shown several advantages over the traditional optical colonoscopy (OC), is gaining more attention in the field of medical imaging [4, 5] . The essential task of CAD is to differentiate polyps from normal tissues and fecal residue. In implementation, CAD usually starts by looking the patient-specific colon model to mark suspicious locations, called patches or initial polyp candidates (IPCs), based on some basic geometric features, e.g., shape index and curvedness [6, 7] . It is expected that the number of IPCs is large, where there are lots of false-positives (FPs) or patches of normal tissues, fecal residue, image artifacts, etc. In general, the number of true-positives (TPs) or patches of polyps is much smaller than the number of FPs in the IPCs pool, which makes the pool of IPCs or the dataset very unbalanced and leads to a challenging differentiation task for CAD.
As the name suggests, class-imbalanced data stand for dataset where the number of observations belonging to each class is different. Sometime one of the classes contributes only a very small minority of the data and makes the dataset significantly imbalanced, just as in our case. Most available classification algorithms assume or expect balanced class distributions and equal misclassification costs, so when applied to imbalanced dataset, they prefer to classify most cases to the majority class (reason will be discussed later) and often fail to predict the minority class, on which our interest usually leans. For this reason, between-class imbalance problem has been receiving increasing attention in recent years.
In this paper, we propose three strategies based on receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis to tackle the class imbalance data problem. We focus more on sensitivity (true positive (TP) rate, considering positive class only) and specificity (true negative (FN) rate, considering negative class only) and try to reveal the shifted-decision value by maximizing/minimizing a function of sensitivity and specificity in the ROC space. For evaluation purpose, we employ support vector machine (SVM) and random forests (RFs) as basic classifier. Based on the basic classifier, two common approaches to deal with imbalanced data, i.e., cost-sensitive learning and down sampling, are implemented as reference and their performance is compared with our proposed strategies.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section "Methods" introduces the quantitative measuring criteria (ROC and AUC: the area under the ROC curve), followed by a detailed description of the three proposed operating point selection strategies and the design of experiments. Section "Results" reports the experiment results. Section "Conclusion, future work and limitation discussion" draws the conclusions and remarks. Discussions on several concerns and our future work are also presented in the Section "Conclusion, future work and limitation discussion."
Methods
In this section, we first give a brief introduction of ROC and AUC and then provide a detailed description of the rationale and methodology of our proposed decision threshold-chosen strategies, followed by the experiment design of our study.
Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve and area under the ROC curve (AUC) ROC was first introduced in signal detection theory. It is a graphical plot of the sensitivity, or TP rate, versus 1-specificity, or FP rate in test phase, and illustrates the performance of a binary classifier system as its discrimination threshold varies. The area under the ROC curve or AUC actually depicts the probability that a randomly chosen positive example (or TP) is correctly rated (ranked) with greater suspicion than a randomly chosen negative example (or FP). In other words, the AUC measure is equivalent to the MannWhitney U statistic normalized by the number of possible pairings of positive and negative values, also known as the two sample Wilcoxon rank-sum statistic [8] . Detailed introduction of ROC analysis can be found in [9] .
High AUC value usually reflects good differentiation capability of a classifier. So maximizing the AUC is often employed to direct sequential parameter or model searching to achieve better classification performance [10, 11] . However, in these studies [10, 11] , only the optimized AUC is reported, the optimal operating point problem is not revealed in which we care more about. High AUC does not guarantee high accuracy of the prediction. For example, SVM using 0 threshold value achieves high AUC but has poor prediction accuracy. In such case, a strategy is needed in order to draw an optimal classification decision. The following analysis provides a clue on the needed strategy. As mentioned above, most current classification methods aim to solve the problems in balanced data, where the overall accuracy is optimized when AUC is optimized. The relationship of overall accuracy, sensitivity and specificity is shown below: 
Now if we define β = k 1+k , then we can obtain the following equation:
is the proportion of positive class in the dataset, ranging from 0 to 1.
For balanced data, β is near or equal to 0.5, in which case maximizing the overall accuracy is equal to maximizing the sensitivity and specificity with the same weight. However, for imbalanced data with β approaching 0 (positive class minority), maximizing the overall accuracy will bias toward maximizing the specificity more than the specificity, and vice versa as β approaches 1, see Fig. 1 . This is probably the reason why the current methods tend to classify minority cases to majority when dealing with imbalanced data. As shown in Fig. 1 , the operating point used for balanced data is no longer suitable for imbalanced data, because the bias leads to low prediction accuracy in the minority class. Therefore, we need to find a strategy which can help us to determine a trade-off with balanced sensitivity and specificity instead of simply maximizing the overall accuracy. The previous method use balanced learning strategy, which maximizes the overall accuracy and generates points near top left corner when the original threshold is used. Following this idea, we try to obtain the similar results (points near top left corner) but with both high sensitivity and specificity by certain decision operating point chosen methods. In the following section, to the best of our knowledge, we propose three new strategies to choose such operating points, which are all based on the ROC space. We would want to find the best splitting threshold by minimizing or maximizing a cost function of sensitivity and specificity. More details are described below. 
Minimum distance
Intuitively, the points close to point (0, 1) on the ROC curve tend to have high sensitivity and specificity values and, therefore, are chosen to calculate the distance between point (0, 1) and the points which compose the ROC curve. The one with minimum distance is picked out, and its corresponding threshold is chosen as the final splitting threshold. This method can be illustrated by the following equation, where i is the ith point on the ROC curve, see Fig. 2a .
Harmonic mean of sensitivity and specificity
In mathematics, the harmonic mean is one kind of averages.
As it tends strongly toward the smaller element of the pair, it may mitigate the influence of the larger value and increase the influence of the small value. In other words, the larger the difference of the elements in the pair, the smaller the harmonic mean is. It pays more attention to the balance of the pair compared to the arithmetic mean. This is desired for classification of unbalanced data. From this aspect, we Fig. 2 a, c and e show the 3D surface plots of the three proposed operating point selection strategies in the sensitivity-specificity domain corresponding to the shortest distance, the harmonic mean and the anti-harmonic mean measures, respectively. b, d and f show the contour plot of the corresponding strategies. The black curve in each figure represents the plot of a same regular ROC curve. For the shortest distance case (a), the surface part with blue color is preferred, while for the harmonic mean case c and the anti-harmonic mean case (e), the red areas are preferred. Region bounded with orange line in the contour plot is the "favorite region," which means both sensitivity and specificity are larger than 0.9 in this region choose to seek the point which maximizes the harmonic mean on the ROC curve, see Fig. 2c , as follows:
Anti-harmonic mean of sensitivity and specificity
From the three-dimensional (3D) plot of the harmonic mean of Fig. 2c , we can see that the whole surface bends to point (0, 0, 1). This indicates a kind of "convex" surface in the 3D space. Then, a question arises that how would the result be if we find a "concave" surface which bolds to point (1, 1, 0). To answer this question, we generated another kind of mean, named as anti-harmonic mean, whose surface is "concave" just like what we want, see Fig. 2e . Following is its equation expression:
Figure 2b, d and f show the contour plots of these three proposed new strategies. All the contours bend to point (0, 0), which means if we constrain the sum of sensitivity and specificity to be a constant, all the proposed strategies tend to give larger values (for shortest distance, it is smaller value) for the balanced sensitivity-specificity pair. The orange square defines a "favorite region" in the ROC space (shown in the contour plots of Fig. 2 ), and our objective is to use the proposed strategies to locate the operating point near or in the region in the ROC plot.
Experimental design

Database
Evaluation of the three newly proposed threshold-chosen strategies was conducted on a CTC database of 49 scans from 25 patients with polyps of size from 6 to 22 mm, see Fig. 3 (where the morphology and pathology information is also included). By quickly examining each patient-specific colon wall in each scan using some geometry-based features, such as shape index and curvedness, in a CAD pipeline [6, 7] , we obtained 786 IPCs, among which 64 are TPs (which are confirmed by both OC and CTC and, therefore, are considered as the gold standard in this study). Twenty-one geometric features and density features [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] were calculated on each extracted IPC volume. To be specific, density features include statistical information, i.e., mean, variance, entropy, etc., of CT value [14, 15] , and geometric features include statistical information of the shape index and curvedness [12, 17] . Volume-based features, e.g., number of region growing seeds, axis ratio, disk-likeness and highlighting ratio, are also included [13, 16] . The class imbalance ratio (TPs/FPs) is 0.0886, which indicates our dataset or IPC pool is significantly imbalanced. All the following experiments were based on this imbalanced database. It is noted that the above database was downloaded from the online public domain (http://imaging.nci.nih.gov) where the CTC database was made by the Walter Reed Army Medical Center (WRAMC) after the clinical trial study [4] . All examinations were performed in adherence following standards [18] with a full cathartic bowel preparation, fecal tagging, without IV CM, and with MDCT scanners. The image data were acquired in helical mode with collimations of 1.25-5.0 mm, pitch of 1 to 2, reconstruction intervals of 1.25-5.0 mm, and modulated tube current-time products ranging from 50 to 200 mAs and tube voltages from 80 to 120 kVp. The indication for CTC was screening for colorectal cancer in all individuals. The human studies had been approved by appropriate ethical committee and have therefore been performed in accordance with the ethical standards laid down in the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki and its later amendments. All subjects gave their informed consent prior to their inclusion in the study. The subjects' identities have been fully anonymized.
Basic classifiers
RFs [19, 20] and SVM [21] [22] [23] were chosen here as the basic classifiers in this feasibility study. Both classifiers are widely used and sometimes considered as the gold standard tools in the field because of their good performances, as reported in the previous studies [7, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . In implementation, the widely used SVM package LIBSVM [23] with RBF kernel Fig. 3 The distribution of 64 lesions in CTC database. a, b and c show the size, morphology and pathology distribution information, respectively. In (c), H, TA, VA, V and A stand for hyperplastic, tubular adenoma, tubulovillous adenoma, villous adenoma and adenocarcinoma, respectively was employed in this study. Following the guideline of LIB-SVM, the two parameters (cost and gamma) in the RBF kernel were determined by a grid search process (fivefold crossvalidation) in the training step. For RFs implementation, the widely used tuneRF function in the well-known package random forest [31] was employed with the number of tree-set to be 5,000, where the tuneRF will search for the best fitting number of variables used for each tree in the training phase (i.e., the out of bag estimation).
Two imbalanced data correcting technologies
For comparison purpose, two common approaches to tackle the imbalanced data classification problem, i.e., the marker represent results of regular 0.5 threshold, shortest distance, harmonic mean and anti-harmonic mean, respectively. The averaged ROC curves were conducted according to the horizontal axis, where the linear interpolation was employed when needed cost-sensitive learning (weighted RFs [32] and weighted SVM [22] ) and down-sampling technique [33, 34] , were implemented as references or baseline and compared with our proposed strategies. In the cost-sensitive learning, for both weighted RFs and weighted SVM, the best fitting weight was automatically searched from 0 to 1 by stepwise 0.02 in the training phase. For the down-sampling technique, we down sampled the majority (negative) class to make the dataset more balanced with different levels, i.e., 75, 50 and 25 % of the negatives were sampled in the training step. In summary, for each classifier, taking RFs for example, we evaluated it with 5 different settings, i.e., un-weighted RFs with imbalanced data, weighted RFs with imbalanced data, weighted RFs with 75 % down sampling, weighted RFs with 50 % down sampling and weighted RFs with 25 % down sampling. 
Three-way cross-validation
For each experiment of those described above, the original dataset was randomly partitioned into three subsets with the same TPs/FPs ratio as the original dataset. One subset (subset 1) was taken for testing purpose, and the other two subsets (subset 2 and subset 3) were treated as the training set. For the original threshold method, we treated both subset 2 and subset 3 as training set to train the classifiers. Regular threshold (0.5 for RFs and 0 for SVM) was applied on subset 1 to draw results. For our proposed operating point chosen strategies, we used subset 2 as classifier training set and subset 3 as cutoff optimization training set and applied the selected threshold on the testing set. Then we rotated the role of the three subsets (6 permutations) and outputted the average results, which are like a three-way cross-validation. To minimize the bias of one time running, the random partition process was repeated 100 times and the average results were outputted. Tables 1 and 2 show the averaged AUC information of RFs and SVM. We can see from the figures and tables that RFs and SVM with different settings all achieved high AUC values (0.96 for RFs and 0.95 for SVM) and the standard deviations were relatively small (around 0.02 for both classifiers), indicating that these two classifiers are capable to classify the imbalanced data. However, the classification accuracy with the original threshold is not favorable -very low prediction accuracy in the minority TP class, as shown as the red circle marker in Figs. 4 and 5 . Taking the weighted original imbalanced data for example, when using the original threshold, RFs only detected half polyps (0.52 sensitivity), i.e., 10.92 of 21 polyps, in testing set while SVM detected around 60 % of polyps (0.62 sensitivity), i.e., 13.02 of 21 polyps. Tables 3 and 4 show the classification results of RFs and SVM with different thresholding methods, where the classification results, i.e., sensitivity, specificity and overall accuracy, with the original threshold and the proposed strategies are outputted and compared. The threshold (averaged over 100 runs) chosen by the new strategies is also listed in the tables. As we expected, it is observed from the last column of Tables 3 and 4 that the operating point did shift due to the imbalance of the data, and the original threshold was no longer suitable to draw the decision. From both tables, it was also observed that both the weighted classifier (i.e., the cost sensitivity learning) and the down-sampling technique did help to some degree in improving the sensitivity (compared to the original threshold). For example, for the weighted classifier, only moderate improvement can be observed, about 0.04 increasing for RFs and 0.10 for SVM, for the outcomes of 0.52 for RFs and 0.62 for SVM (see the first two rows arranged along the left column). The down-sampling technique showed improvements as the down-sampling level went up, and the classification result with 25 % down sampling (see the last row arranged along the left column) is very close to our proposed strategies (similar results can be observed in [35] ). However, there are concerns with the down-sampling technique: First one is the concern about the information loss because it only uses part of the training data; second one is the concern that there is not any rule to determine how much we should down sample the majority class.
Results
Figures 4 and 5 show the averaged ROC curves of RFs and SVM with different settings, and
The gain by our proposed strategies is noticeable as demonstrated by Tables 3 and 4 . Taking the weighted original imbalanced data for example, when using our proposed operating point selection strategies, the sensitivity improved from 0.52 to nearly 0.885 (on average 18.59 of 21 polyps are In all the experiments, we always used the original class ratio in all the testing sets (TPs/FPs = 0.0886) with different levels of class ratio in the training sets, i.e., the original imbalanced data (ratio = 0.0886), 75 % down sampling (ratio = 0.1182), 50 % down sampling (ratio = 0.1772), 25 % down sampling (ratio = 0.3546). The outcomes showed that our proposed strategies deliver consistent good performances, i.e., around 0.88 sensitivity with 0.90 specificity for both classifiers. This indicates that the performance of our strategies is robust to different class ratios. Meanwhile, it also indicates that our strategies have the ability to be combined with other imbalanced data correcting techniques, such as the cost-sensitive learning, based on the fact that the outcome from the un-weighted data also showed improvement.
In general, we want to find, by a sound CAD scheme, as many TPs as possible while keeping a relatively low FPs rate. This means that the sensitivity is somehow more important than the specificity for the task, especially in dealing with the imbalanced data which biases to the negative majority class. For that purpose, the results above indicate that our proposed strategies mitigated noticeably the problems caused by the data imbalance. Furthermore, the results indicate that our Table 3 Averaged RFs classification results with the original threshold and cutoff chosen by the proposed three strategies over the 100 runs proposed strategies improved the prediction of the minority class, while keeping a relatively high accuracy in prediction of the majority class.
Conclusion, future work and limitation discussion
In this paper, we presented three ROC graph-based operating point chosen strategies in order to mitigate the classification problem caused by class imbalance data. The problem, i.e., low predication accuracy in minority class, is well addressed while retaining relatively high predication accuracy in majority class. In other words, our proposed strategies can be considered as a new classification accuracy evaluation measure (similar to the overall accuracy merit), especially for the cases of class imbalance data. Meanwhile, their robust performances under different circumstances indicate that our presented strategies are feasible to combine with other techniques, e.g., the two existing imbalance data correcting methods (of cost sensitivity learning and down sampling) and the AUC optimization technique [10, 11] . We notice that the number of TPs in our database is somehow small. We should expand our database to include more polyps for further investigation on the three new strategies. Evaluating our proposed strategies on more variations of datasets is one of our next tasks. Constructing a ROC treebased random forest [8] is another one of our next tasks. Furthermore, it would be more valuable if we can find a family of surfaces, which include the harmonic mean, anti-harmonic mean and other un-explored surfaces. In addition, we want to find the family, which can be described by some kinds of mathematical functions.
We also notice that there are some limitations of this feasibility study. The first one is that the three proposed strategies had very similar performance and, to our best knowledge, there is no preference which one performs the best. Because sensitivity and specificity trade off each other, we cannot simply choose the one with the largest sensitivity, since its corresponding specificity may be the smallest. The second one is that we observed the standard deviation shown in Tables 3  and 4 is kind of large. This is partly due to the small sample size. Meanwhile, we also observed that the standard deviation level of sensitivity and specificity is very similar to those from the original thresholding method, which indicates that our result is reliable despite the small sample size. The third one is that our dataset contains 49 CTC scans from 25 patients, which means there is one patient who has only on scan. We missed the OC confirmation report of the prone position for that patient. Considering our relatively small sample size, each sample case is precious to us, so we decided to keep Table 4 Averaged SVM classification results with the original threshold and cutoff chosen by the proposed three strategies over the 100 runs Format: mean ± standard deviation that CTC scan of this patient in this study. The fourth one (may not be the last one) is that we only employed SVM and RFs in this study. While the fourth one was based on the fact that SVM and RFs are very commonly used classifiers with very mature implementation and if any improvement can be made on them then it will benefit largely to the field or community, we will definitely expand our research scope to employ more classification algorithms in our future work.
